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The Gig Economy:  
A New Era in Talent 
Management
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Part I. Work is changing. Fast.
Once upon a time, work looked something like this: Recruiters posted jobs, collected resumes, and 
determined who might be a good fit, screening out unsuitable candidates before passing along those that 
rose to the top. Once hired, employees entered into long-term arrangements with their employers, agreeing 
to be available, usually in the same physical location, to perform what was asked of them. Managers, able to 
observe an employee’s work over the course of months, evaluated how well each employee met job criteria. 
Good performance was typically rewarded with promotions and raises. Bad performance was addressed with 
performance improvement plans, and, eventually, termination – although in some organizations, this could be 
a long and difficult process. 

For the most part, that social contract worked—if not well, at least predictably. But today, the convergence 
of new expectations, new technologies, and new economic realities is changing the dynamics of work. With 
an increasingly mobile and diverse workforce that aspires to more autonomous working arrangements and 
digital platforms that make it easier to connect skills to services, the gig economy is on the rise. And it’s 
changing how we manage human capital—from sourcing and recruiting to engagement and retention. 

The gig economy: it’s here to stay.
Statistics about independent work are hard to come by, but a large-scale global study by McKinsey Global 
Institute published in 2016 provides some perspective.1 They estimate that about 162 million people—20-30% 
of the working age population—engage in some form of short-term, tasked-based, or autonomous work. In 
the U.S., more than one in three workers are freelancers—and that figure could grow to 40 percent by 2020.2 
While some are working independently by necessity, most actively choose to engage in the gig economy. 

The global gig economy: by the numbers.

30% 
Free agents. People who actively choose independent 
work and derive their primary income from it. 

40% 
Casual earners. People who choose to take on projects 
for supplemental income. 

14% 
Reluctants. People who make their living from 
independent work but would prefer traditional jobs.

16% 
Financially strapped. People who do supplemental work 
out of necessity. 

Credit: McKinsey Global Institute. Independent Work: Choice, Necessity, and the Gig Economy. 
October, 2016.
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Business leaders are taking note. In a survey of more than 7,000 business leaders from 130 countries, 
consulting firm Deloitte found that more than half plan to increase their use of contingent workers in the next 
three to five years.3 In a similar study of the gig economy by PwC, 46% of human resources professionals 
surveyed expected at least 20% of their workforce to be made up of contractors or temporary workers 
by 2020.4 Indeed, the number of independent workers on LinkedIn has grown more than 40% since 2011, 
spurring creation of a dedicated platform for them. 

New expectations 
Flexibility, collaboration, self-fulfillment. New generations are bringing new attitudes to the workplace—
changing traditional ideas about career growth, job loyalty, and what makes work meaningful. According to 
a recent study, 68% of workers surveyed believe agile working arrangements are a better fit for their lifestyle. 
More than half of those who do work independently cite greater control over their careers as a driving factor. 
Workers today expect more flexibility about when, where, and how they work: over 90% believe employers 
should be open to alternative employment arrangements.5 In the same study, respondents were asked to 
choose a word that would best describe the idea of an employee in 2025. The choice of employers and 
employees alike? “Contributor.”

New technologies
Technology is certainly a driving factor in the rise of the gig economy. In the past, freelancers relied on word-
of-mouth to build a reputation and find work. Today, that relatively limited network of relationships is easily 
amplified by online platforms—a phenomenon driving the success of companies like Uber and Airbnb. New 
networking platforms enter the market almost every day—and they are helping those who provide valuable 
services connect directly to buyers. Sites like TaskRabbit, SpareHire, Pilot, and Lystable provide services such 
as home maintenance, business expertise, IT support, and marketing. Platforms like Gigwalk and Upwork have 
broadened their bench of expertise in order to help firms build flexible, on-demand teams. 

New economic realities
It’s been roughly a decade since the financial crisis of 2007 sparked the Great Recession and those who 
weathered hard economic times haven’t forgotten them. For many who watched millions of jobs shed almost 
overnight, “job security” is suspect and many believe a single employer can no longer provide it. Indeed, many 
gig workers (over a third according to at least one study) describe feeling more secure in an agile working 
arrangement than in a traditional one. Some studies cite the rapid decline in pension plans at private firms as 
one factor driving gig work, along with longer periods of unemployment, stagnant wages, and the rising cost 
of living.6 Still, gig workers, for the most part, are happy with their work, reporting high rates of satisfaction. 
McKinsey estimates that, if given the opportunity, the independent workforce could swell to 129 million 
Americans. 

 

What’s it all about?

“Just as working models changed in the wake of the Industrial Revolution, the 
nature of work may be evolving again as the digital revolution takes hold.”

— Global Human Capital Trends 2016, Deloitte
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Working in the gig economy 
SNAPSHOT 1. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GIGS 
Tech-based gigs are in high demand, according to a recent report. About one in seven web developers 
identify as self-employed, earning a median wage of $31 per hour. And while large technology firms 
still employ a deep bench of software developers to manage ongoing software cycles, more software 
developers are gigging—about 9% of the workforce—and they are earning a median wage of $48 
per hour. Younger software engineers cite the ability to pick their own projects as a primary reason 
they gig and enjoy the flexibility of the freelance lifestyle—often taking extended periods of time 
off, either to travel or to stay at home with children. More seasoned IT professionals cite the ability 
to learn new skills as a reason they like to gig, often having experienced the dead-end of being the 
last man standing who still knows COBOL.8 IT was one of the first to open the door to project-based 
work, so traditional hiring sites often post IT gigs. But geeks love innovation and platforms like Github 
and Topcoder are attracting technologists of all stripes. Smart recruiters sourcing temporary help for 
an IT project are spending time scouring these sites, looking for stellar profiles, good rankings, and 
successful collaborators. Even smarter recruiters are building pipelines of their own.

SNAPSHOT 2. TRAVEL NURSING GIGS 
Anyone familiar with healthcare recruiting knows there’s a nursing shortage. And it’s not likely to 
ease any time soon. Nursing schools are scrambling to graduate more RNs, but demand still outstrips 
supply. “Travel nurses,” usually RNs with in-demand skill sets, work under temporary contracts—
anywhere from 4 to 13 weeks—at facilities across the country. Travel nurses have been a part of 
hospital operations since the 1980s, but demand skyrocketed in 2015 and 2016, due in part to large 
numbers of newly insured individuals. Demand is expected to remain strong in 2017, with a predicted 
industry growth rate of 12%.9  As hospitals seek better ways to deliver value-based care, finding the 
right nursing professionals who have the right skill sets will be critical. Recruiters under pressure to fill 
positions rapidly will need to be more agile—and more precise—in how they identify hard and soft skills 
and match those skills to position requirements. 

SNAPSHOT 3. HIGHER EDUCATION GIGS  
While the idea of the leafy university where small classes are conducted by a tenured professoriate 
persists, the reality today is a little different. Non-tenure-track positions, both part-time and full-
time, now account for about 76 percent of all instructional staff appointments in American higher 
education.10 These contingent faculty are often teaching 100-level undergraduate courses — those 
foundational classes students need to master to succeed in their college careers. They are integral 
to the life of the institution. Indeed, at a time when competition for students is at an all-time high, 
institutions are beginning to recognize that contingent faculty bring more to teaching and learning 
than cost efficiencies. Traditionally, adjunct hiring, like other academic positions, rests with department 
chairs, program directors, and permanent faculty. But recruiting great adjuncts is getting harder. The 
personal networks that faculty have traditionally relied on to fill open positions simply aren’t robust 
enough to meet demand. Forward-thinking institutions are giving faculty new tools to conduct 
better searches, communicate more consistently with potential candidates, and meet reporting and 
compliance regulations.

“Gig economy workers…are projected to account for more than 
$680 billion of income in 2017, representing 3.7 percent of the gross 
domestic product (GDP) in 2016.”

— Gig Economy Index, February 2017
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Part 2. A new workforce brings new 
challenges.
With more employers seeking workforce efficiencies and more employees seeking flexibility, the gig 
economy is poised to grow rapidly, changing the very nature of work. Many organizations are struggling to 
adapt workforce practices. The C-suite has taken notice, citing legal and regulatory uncertainty, a culture 
unreceptive to contingent staff, and a lack of understanding among leadership as top concerns.11 

“The most impactful lesson that traditional companies can learn 
from the gig economy is to judge all workers, including employees, 
on their results, not on when and where they do their work.”
— Diane Mulcahey. Will the Gig Economy Make the Office Obsolete? Harvard Business Review. March 17, 2017

For talent managers, the challenges of a 21st century workforce are very real. The gig economy is already 
transforming how staffing agencies, recruiters, and HR managers engage with talent. At SkillSurvey, we see 
these challenges falling into four broad categories:

Speed. 
Strategic hiring on a project-to-project basis might be good for the business, but it will take its toll on 
traditional HR teams. To keep pace, hiring and onboarding will need to be tremendously accelerated—and 
that will be difficult to achieve without help. Though time-to-hire has dropped a bit, it can still take one to 
two months to recruit a candidate—and sometimes 
twice that to onboard her. And with an unemployment 
rate at about 5%, gig workers aren’t sitting around 
waiting for your call. Scaling your recruiting efforts to 
accommodate faster turnaround times will require new 
ways of doing business.  

Skills. 
Remember when employers were willing to 
accommodate learning on the job? Remember 
when you could count on a year for your new hire 
to “acclimate” to that job? In the gig economy, 
demonstrated skills are what counts. Great recruiters 
will need an even more precise understanding of what 
skills will be needed and when to anticipate business 
needs. They will also need a deeper understanding 
of what skills their contingent talent can bring to the 
table and whether they can put those skills to work 
rapidly in a new setting. 

In the gig economy, fundamental questions 
confront business and talent acquisition 
leaders:

 — Who, where, and what is the 
workforce?

 — How can talent acquisition, 
procurement, and IT collaborate to 
plan and manage the 21st-century 
workforce?

 — How can the best workers be 
attracted, acquired, and engaged for 
an optimal cost, no matter what type 
of work contract they have?

Source: The Gig Economy: Distraction or Disruption? Deloitte University 
Press. February 29, 2016
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Breadth. 
Providing quality on-demand talent consistently 
will require new tools and methods to source talent 
continuously and efficiently. Building a pipeline 
of freelancers and independent contractors who 
are top performers isn’t easy. The good news is, 
it’s not impossible either. Staffing and RPO firms 
with experience providing project-based talent to 
clients are turning to new platforms and databases 
to track which contingent workers perform well 
again and again. Building a strong professional 
network of contractors, gig employees, and 
freelancers means understanding their history of 
performance. A good way to track that history 
is through a portfolio of references from past 
employers. In the new gig economy where talent 
moves quickly, portable references will be the 
credentials that count. 

Compliance. 
How will we define the term “employee”? How 
will gig workers be protected? What rights will 
be extended to them and in which states?12 New 
workplace relationships have already prompted 
several class action lawsuits that will determine 
how we answer these questions in the near 
future. And new issues will emerge. While the gig 
economy can provide a new kind of flexibility to 
the workforce, gig workers tend to be poorer and 
more likely to be minorities than the population at 
large.13 In 2016, the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission indicated that the gig economy 
will be a priority for the agency going forward.14 
Rules and regulations will likely evolve, but every 
organization will need to assess, understand, and 
actively manage compliance. 

— 
Part 3. Finding and managing talent in the gig 
economy.
As the gig economy grows and business environments become more dynamic, organizations will rely more 
heavily on people experts to design and develop new talent strategies. Certainly, the speed and scale of 
hiring in the gig economy will transform how talent is sourced, recruited, and evaluated. People experts will 
also need to answer some big questions: How will we define “employee” in the near future? How can we best 
integrate contingent workers into our company culture? In an economy where people move from gig to gig, 
how will we recognize a “career”? When work is discrete and task-based, how will we continue to nurture 
innovation? And as the line between vendor contracts, temporary staffing, and talent acquisition continues to 
blur, how can we build new, collaborative processes for acquiring the right talent quickly?

Gig workers and accountability.
A contingent workforce can provide 
organizations with new flexibilities, but will 
they be as engaged and accountable as 
full-time employees? SkillSurvey conducted 
a study with a health system serving over 
100,000 patients annually to find out. 

The results:
Contingent workers performed better, were 
more satisfied with their jobs, and stayed 
longer when:

 — They were asked to participate in a 
reference assessment before being hired

 — They were invited to participate in 
engagement surveys

 — Their achievements were formally 
recognized 

 — They received an annual bonus

 — They were able to take advantage of 
professional education offerings

 — They had access to internal job postings

The takeaways: 
 — Engage your contingent workforce as 

you do full-time employees

 — Prioritize recruiting and retention of a 
workforce made up of ‘owners’ instead 
of ‘renters.’

 — Hire and onboard contingent workforce 
with the same rigor
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Today, mining talent platforms for resumes isn’t enough. Instead, smart talent acquisition professionals are 
looking for new ways to build a pipeline of quality, trusted talent that will allow them to easily match the right 
candidate to the right opportunity. We know that study after study demonstrates that past performance is 
the best predictor of future success. That’s why references — feedback from people who have worked with 
a candidate in the past—are such a valuable tool for effectively identifying quality candidates. Of course, 
gathering references—and interpreting them correctly —can be a challenge. Chasing down references can be 
time-consuming and vetting disparate sets of feedback confusing. 

Online reference checking solutions, like those by SkillSurvey, deliver a fast and easy way for references to 
provide detailed feedback easily. SkillSurvey utilizes a unique combination of behavioral science and talent 
analytics to secure feedback from a candidate’s references. How does it work? Our team of I/O scientists has 
identified the behaviors or soft skills (such as problem solving, commitment, professionalism, or interpersonal 
skills) required for success in thousands of jobs—and because our scientists are trained in how to gather 
and analyze data—the questions we ask are all EEOC compliant. References go online using any device and 
submit detailed feedback about how a candidate demonstrated these behaviors in their previous position. 
With online reference checking, 85% of references typically respond and complete the online survey, and 
most do so in less than two days. Feedback is presented in meaningful ways—you can compare candidates 
side by side and understand what feedback is from former managers as opposed to former colleagues. You 
can fill open gig positions more rapidly and know that the hires you are making will be successful ones.

Since most great gig workers know other great gig workers, online reference checking solutions make it easy 
for you to invite references - and even referrals - to join your talent pool—helping you build a pipeline quickly. 
Smart dashboard provides you with up to date information on each candidate’s experience and current 
job status. Now, when you’re sourcing candidates for newly opened positions, you have a powerful talent 
database right at your fingertips. 

The gig economy will require people experts to respond rapidly to shifting work requirements and quickly 
source employees with the right skill sets. To thrive, talent acquisition teams will need to understand not only 
who can deliver those skills but how well they can deliver them. 

 

Online reference checking solutions can help you:

o Find the right gig employees for any project 

o Match skills more precisely to open tasks

o Reduce time-to-fill 

o Scale to meet new on-demand requirements 

o Apply uniform recruiting and hiring practices for better compliance

For more information visit www.skillsurvey.com. 

✓

✓

✓
✓
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